Woodwork for Inventor
What's new in V9?
1. New feature - Material Replacement:
a. Material Replacement command is available as a separate command. Additionally, it can
be used in Bill of Material (BOM) environment, as in the previous version.
b. Now Material Replacement configurations can be generated not only for the specific
materials found in the model but for the materials that haven't been used yet and exist in Woodwork
for Inventor database only.
c. Now user can change not only codes and names of the materials colors but make changes
in pictures too. This provides a visualization of how the model image changes after making specific
changes.
2. The user has much more options to specify the edge band legend (visualization) in the BOM
generated for the item. Now user can request not only for the visualization of the edge bands placed
directly on the component's edge that borders with the surrounding box but also the edge bands that
border with the edge of surrounding box. The bordering type can also be generated: Coincident,
Tangent, and Point. This makes it easier for the user to navigate the Bill of Material (BOM).
3. New keywords for Bill of Material (BOM) have been entered. It define the part's shape and its
coating. Now the user will be able to see whether the part is rectangular and if it contains holes, edge
banding, etc. in Bill of Material (BOM).
4. A new feature - keyword prompter has been implemented. While editing BOM or drawing
templates user has an option to use keyword prompter which allows generating a necessary keyword
without the errors. Such keyword can be copied to the buffer and inserted into the needed location
on the template. It allows the user to prevent errors and to markedly reduce the time required to
adjust template forms.
5.The automatic functioning of CAM module has been improved. Now different setting options can
be configured for several CNC machines with one post-processor.
6. The pocketing algorithm has been corrected in the CAM module. A correction has been made to
the calculation of the milling an open pocket edge.
7. G-code Post Processor has been created.
8. The Woodwork for Inventor database has been transferred to the JSON platform. Now the data
service does not require the SQL driver.
9. Woodwork for Inventor material, CNC machine database, and CAM behavior settings are merged
into a single database which helps facilitate certain interaction issues between Woodwork for
Inventor materials and CNC machines. Also, it increases the overall operational reliability of the
system.
10. The Assembly Copier function has been refactored. Various linked files can be included in the list
of copied items. Therefore, various MS Excel image-type linked files become items that can be
copied. This gives the user much more flexibility in adjusting the behavior of the Assembly Copier.

